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the director for his part does a good job by choosing the right scenes from the film to depict the various items, scenes and portions of the film. while the opening song, 'behen hogi teri' is set to become a hit, the opening credits are one shot of the film which makes one watch it at least once. a perfect recreation of a pritam and jam8 song, 'aisa tha' from raanjhanaa is recreated in a semi-classical setting in behen hogi teri as 'tujhe re kaun'. again pritam and jam8 are back and the results are good. anu malik once again makes an appearance and the song is released on his label. not one to miss for the quality, anu is in his element as he owns this song. pritam has done a really good job here and the composition is outstanding. a winning combination. the female singer behind the mike is kunal ganjawala. put together by amit bose and mithoon, this one has an excellent melody and the
lyrics are apt. a song that is classic in every sense, 'jise' from mere paas ke saamne is recreated in a neo-folk setting for behen hogi teri. once again jam8 are at the helm and the results are good. yes, again they have recreated this song from mere paas ke saamne for the second time in behen hogi teri. however, the difference this time around is that they have recreated it using a male singer. this is actually the first time that jam8 has recreated a song from a male singer and the results are good. arijit singh does an excellent job and has the best voice for this one. a winner once again for jam8!
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Behen Hogi Teri, the rom-com starring Rajkummar Rao and Shruti Haasan, was clouded with controversy when the director and the producer of the film were arrested for hurting religion sentiments of a Hindu group in Jalandhar. They are now out on bail. We recently read a few reports in leading dailies that now the film is facing hurdles with the CBFC over
some cuts that the certification body has suggested in the film. Behen Hogi Teri marked Rajkummar Raos second release this year, where he was paired with Shruti Haasan for the first time. With a screen count of 757 the film did not really have a massive opening. Behen Hogi Teri is expected to take a low start on the first day at the box office. According
to Koimoi, an occupancy of 5% to 10% was seen for the morning shows. Behen Hogi Teri is the film that highlights small town romance and how every boy next door is tagged as a brother. The film earned Rs 1 crore as informed by trade analyst Akshay Rathi. Siddharth Dasgupta is on his toes. One entire reel of shooting in a still life in Lucknow has been

completed. The range of the stills being shot at the Raja Ki Pahari Bagh Haveli in Lucknow are - a rickshaw, a post box, a railway crossing, a roundabout, a sewage treatment plant, a building, a hawker's shop, a police station, a flyover, a tyre, a toy, a car, a bus and even a clay lute. Siddharth has been shooting the interiors of the place for over three
months now. Siddharth and his creative team have utilized this place as a home to the film's frame. The perfectly captured stills add to the film. A while back, I met Siddharth in Lucknow, we talked about films, books, whisky and finally grabbed a small snack of kebab and had a perfect kishori kabab. A diesel jeep whizzed past us on the narrow lanes of the
city. It was only later, I realised the number plate gave details of an upcoming movie. Lucknow has a distinctive flavour of it's own in the repertoire of films. The mujras, costumes, the food and the ambience apart, there is always a certain theme to it. Uttarakhand's own Ghalib and Shaqeera have given Lucknow a new identity through their films. From the

Boi Jaanal to Taanvi Naadaan to Badlapur, Lucknow holds a distinct place in the hearts of all the other parts of India. And that is the reason, shoots are increasing in Lucknow. 5ec8ef588b
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